
Hinged Screen Door Closer
Suits hinged screen and security doors up to 21kgs

PREPARATION OF DOORPreparation of the Reveal
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CONTENTS
Door closer    
Jamb bracket
Door bracket
Hold open washer
Rod retainer clip
23mm screws
12mm screws         

Hold jamb bracket against hinge side
jamb. Position bracket 40mm down 
from frame head with a gap between 
door and bracket of 12-25mm.

Mark and drill 3 holes and fix bracket 
to jamb using 25mm screws.
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Door closer    
    

Jamb bracket

Door bracket
       

Hold open washer
      

TOOLS REQUIRED
Pencil or marker 
Drill with 3mm drill bit
Phillips head screwdriver
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PREPARATION OF DOORHold Washer & Orient Rod

Release

Orient

Place your thumb on the washer and
your finger on the rod. Twist the cylinder
to correctly orient the rod to fit into the
jamb bracket relative to closer tongue. 

To pre-load screen door to allow self
latching, start by extending the rod.
Place the hold open washer against the
flats by rotating a 1/4 turn on the rod. 
The result being that the rod cannot 
be pulled through the washer slot. 
Slowly release the rod and remove your
fingers so that the washer touches the 
cylinder.

Place the end of the rod into the jamb
bracket. 

 Adjust Speed4
Refit closer. Disengage the hold open 
washer and try closer for correct 
operation of the screen door. 

Adjust closing speed by turning the 
knob. Fast and slow direction identified
on the knob.

Preparation of the Door

Remove
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Place closer in the door bracket slot.

Position door bracket level on door and
mark slotted hole. Remove closer and
drill 3mm hole in centre of outer slot
to fix bracket with 12mm screw to door
allowing horizontal adjustment.

When satisfied with the closer 
operation, remove closer and drill hole
in inner hole. Fix 12mm screw through
hole ensuring that slotted screw is
secured onto bracket.

Refit closer.

Clip rod retainer into position over
rod and through end hole.

Fix Door Bracket5

Rod retainer clip
      

Refit
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Ensure door closes freely before you install door closer.

When replacing an existing door closer, ensure all parts are replaced, including 
door and jamb mounting brackets.

For normal outward opening doors, door closer must be installed on the
inside, hinged end of the door. For inward opening doors, the door closer
is on the outside.

Maximum door opening angle is 90 degrees.

In the instance of door closing too slowly, pull door shut rapidly.  
Adjust knob for correct closing speed, if required.

Made in ASSA ABLOYs China plant to exclusive 
Lockwood specifications and quality standards.
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